A multiple criteria approach is presented, that is used to perform a comparative analysis of four recently developed combinatorial libraries to drugs, Molecular Libraries Small Molecule Repository (MLSMR) and natural products. The compound databases were assessed in terms of physicochemical properties, scaffolds and fingerprints. The approach enables the analysis of property space coverage, degree of overlap between collections, scaffold and structural diversity and overall structural novelty. The degree of overlap between combinatorial libraries and drugs was assessed using the R-NN curve methodology, which measures the density of chemical space around a query molecule embedded in the chemical space of a target collection. The combinatorial libraries studied in this work exhibit scaffolds that were not observed in the drug, MLSMR and natural products collections. The fingerprint-based comparisons indicate that these combinatorial libraries are structurally different to current drugs. The R-NN curve methodology revealed that a proportion of molecules in the combinatorial libraries are located within the property space of the drugs. However, the R-NN analysis also showed that there are a significant number of molecules in several combinatorial libraries that are located in sparse regions of the drug space.
INTRODUCTION
The advent of combinatorial chemistry and high-throughput screening (HTS) technologies coupled with the development of computational tools has given rise to large compound databases. Such databases can be used for a wide variety of tasks such as the development and exploration of structure-activity relationships 1 and identification of polypharmacology. 2 For example, the National Institutes of Health (NIH) Molecular Library Initiative 3 through the Molecular Libraries Screening Center Network (MLSCN) generates large and diverse screening datasets publicly available in PubChem. 4 Other publicly available databases like ZINC 5 also enable the retrieval of millions of compounds for diverse purposes. These databases along with the combinatorial libraries 6, 7 and natural products continue to be a key component in the drug discovery processes. 8 It is widely accepted that the comparison of compound collections is important in library selection and design. 9 When designing new libraries or screening existing libraries in approaches such as mixture-based screening, 6, 10, 11 conventional high-throughput, 12 structure-based or high-content screening, 13 it is relevant to consider the chemical space coverage of the new compounds, the structural novelty (i.e., are the compounds accessing unexplored regions of chemical space?) and the pharmaceutical relevance (i.e., are the new regions of chemical space pharmaceutically or biological relevant?). 14, 15
Comparing the chemical space of compound collections is not a trivial task since it is very dependent on the method used and the structural representation of the compounds. 16, 17 Traditionally, compound databases have been compared using physicochemical properties (including drug-like descriptors), scaffolds or fingerprints. However, these comparisons usually focus on only one or two criteria that do not always necessarily provide a comprehensive assessment of the structural and property diversity. It is also important to note that each of these methods has its own advantages and disadvantages. For example, the use of whole molecule properties (holistic properties) has the advantage of being intuitive and straightforward to interpret. In fact, the drug-like 18 and lead-like criteria, 19 and Congreve's 'rule of 3′ for fragment-based lead-discovery 20 have been formulated using only the physicochemical properties. However, physicochemical properties do not provide information regarding the structural patterns and molecules with different chemical structures can have the same or similar physicochemical properties. Similar to physicochemical descriptors, chemotypes or scaffolds are straightforward to interpret and enable easy communication with medicinal chemists and biologists. For example, scaffold analysis has lead to concepts that are widely used in medicinal chemistry and drug discovery such as "scaffold hopping" 21 and "privileged structures". 22, 23 One of the disadvantages of the scaffold or framework analysis is the lack of information regarding structural similarity due to the side chains and the inherent similarity or dissimilarity of the scaffolds themselves. An obvious solution is the analysis not only of the molecular frameworks but also the side chains, functional groups and other substructural analysis strategies. 24 Molecular fingerprints are widely used and have been successfully applied to a number of chemoinformatic and computer-aided drug design applications. 25-27 A disadvantage of some fingerprints is that they are more difficult to interpret. Also, it is well known that chemical space will depend on the types of fingerprints used. 16 Using multiple fingerprints and representations to derive consensus conclusions (e.g., consensus activity cliffs) have been proposed as a solution. 28 In this work, four in-house combinatorial libraries are compared to known drugs, natural products and molecules from the Molecular Libraries Small Molecule Repository (MLSMR). The combinatorial libraries have been developed and published recently by our group and are part of an on-going effort to develop positional scanning libraries for the rapid identification and ranking of active library scaffolds. 6 A number of compounds obtained from these libraries have shown activity in a variety of assays such as ones related to the treatment of pain and central nervous system (CNS) indications, X-linked inhibitor apoptosis protein (XIAP), methicillin-resistant S. aureus, and vaccinia virus-infected cells to name a few recent examples. 6 The analysis and comparison is based on a three-fold criteria namely physicochemical properties, cyclic systems (also referred to in the literature as frameworks or scaffolds), and multiple fingerprints including MACCS keys, 29 graph-based three point pharmacophores (GpiDAPH3) and typed graph distance (TGD). 30 The use of these multiple criteria allowed us to obtain a more comprehensive analysis of the density, coverage of chemical space, scaffold content, diversity and structural similarity of combinatorial libraries compared to other collections, particularly the known drugs. In addition to characterizing the libraries in terms of their structural features, we also investigated the overlap of the combinatorial libraries with drugs. This analysis was performed using the R-NN curve technique published elswhere. 31 This technique is a general approach for the characterization of the density of space of a compound collection, in a specified chemical space and in this work addressed the following question: Are the compounds in the combinatorial libraries located in very dense regions or very sparse regions of the drugs?
METHODS

Datasets
The core template of the four combinatorial libraries is presented in Figure 1 and the number of compounds per library is shown in Table 1 . Note the wide range of compounds from ~3,500 to more than 700,000. The number of diversity position spans from two in library IV to four in library I. Table 1 also presents the number of molecules in the drugs, natural products and MLSMR collections considered in this work. The collection of drugs was obtained from DrugBank 32 as collected in the ZINC database. 5 Natural products were obtained from ZINC. At the time of download, the natural products available at ZINC contained compounds from seven vendors that advertise their compounds as being natural products or natural product derivatives. Molecules from ZINC were used "as is" without further processing. The MLSMR collection was obtained from PubChem and processed with Molecular Operating Environment (MOE) 30 program by disconnecting group I metals in simple salts and keeping the largest fragment.
Representations and comparison metrics
Compound collections were analyzed and compared based on physicochemical properties, scaffolds, fingerprints and the R-NN curve analysis as described herein:
Physicochemical properties-The following properties were computed with MOE program: molecular weight (MW), number of rotatable bonds (RB) (the bonds were considered rotatable if they satisfied the criteria of: bond order of 1; not a ring; and at least two heavy neighbors), hydrogen bond acceptors (HBA), hydrogen bond donors (HBD), topological polar surface area (TPSA), and the octanol/water partition coefficient (SlogP). To obtain a visual representation of the property space, 17 a principal component analysis (PCA) was carried out in Spotfire 9.1.1 33 considering all six of the above mentioned physicochemical properties. For the PCA analysis and property distribution analysis the molecule with Substance ID: 11532938 was excluded from the MLSRM because of its high weight (MW = 3,358). Prior to analysis, the descriptor values for the target dataset (i.e. DrugBank collection) were scaled using the median and interquartile ranges. Each descriptor for the combinatorial libraries were then centered and scaled using the median and the interquartile range of the corresponding descriptors for the target collection.
R-NN curve analysis-The R-NN curve method is described in detail elsewhere 31 and herein we provide only a brief overview of the algorithm and its implementation for the current study. Given a target collection of molecules, characterized by a set of descriptors representing the chemical space, we can take a query molecule and identify the number of neighbors lying within a sphere of radius R, centered on the query molecule. Clearly, the number of neighbors within the sphere will increase with a larger radius. We evaluate the maximum pairwise distance in the target collection and then perform the above procedure for multiple values of R, ranging from 1% to 100% of the maximum pairwise radius. The result of this is a set of nearest neighbor counts versus radii, and is termed the R-NN curve. When plotted, these curves exhibit a sigmoidal shape. More importantly, if the query molecule is located in a sparse region of the target collection, the lower tail will be relatively flat and long. On the other hand, if the query is in a very dense region of the target collection, the lower tail will be very short. Thus, the form of the R-NN curve characterizes the spatial location of the query point with respect to the target collection. In order to generate a summation of the R-NN curves for many query compounds, we evaluate the R max(S) value, which is the value of R, at which the linear, lower tail of the curve transitions to the initial exponentially increasing region of the curve. Small values of R max (S) indicate that the molecule is located in a dense region of the target space, whereas large values indicate that it is located in a sparse region. By plotting the R max(S) values for an entire query dataset, we can obtain an intuitive summary of the spatial distribution of the query molecules with respect to the target collection.
Given that the method requires multiple nearest neighbor calculations for any given query molecule, it can become computationally intensive, especially for large target collections. To enhance the performance of this procedure, we employed a relational database coupled with a spatial index. Specifically, we generated the descriptors for the target collection and loaded them into a Postgres database. We then generated an R-tree index. 34 This is a spatial data structure similar in concept to the B-tree. 35 Briefly, an R-tree divides an n-dimensional space into a series of hierarchical hypercubes (termed minimum bounding rectangle or MBR). Thus, the entire space is represented as a top-level MBR, which can be then be divided into two ore more smaller MBR's enclosing different portions of the space. Each of these MBR's can be further divided and so on. The key feature of this index is that points in the original space that are close to each other will lie in the same bounding rectangle. The use of such an index, allows one to perform near neighbor searches extremely rapid, since given a query point, one identifies the MBR that contains the query point. One can then perform a linear search over the points in the MBR (which is usually much smaller than the whole collection) to identify the nearest neighbors. With the target collection loaded, we then queried the database using the descriptor values of the query molecules along with the query radii. The advantage of this approach is that it can scale to target collections of millions of compounds. It should be noted that the use of the R-tree index imposes a constraint on the nature of the nearest neighbor queries. In particular, the R-tree index works with (hyper) rectangular regions, rather than spheres. As a result, the original R-NN query is now performed by asking how many neighbors lie within a hypercube of side 2R, centered on the query point. Clearly, this query will result in a number of extra neighbors being included, compared to a query based on a hyperspherical region. However, our experiments indicated that the increased number of neighbors did not significantly change the results and so we did not perform the extra step of culling extra neighbors.
It is important to note that the results of the R-NN curve analysis are dependent on the chemical space that the molecules are embedded in. As a result one will obtain different spatial distributions of the compounds and hence different values of R max(S). Furthermore, the descriptors for the target collection are autoscaled followed by appropriately scaling the query descriptors (using the means and standard deviations of the target descriptors). Given these observations comparison of the same dataset in two different chemical spaces should only be considered on a qualitative level and rigorous, quantitative conclusions will, in general, not be valid. It is also important to note that the descriptors used to characterize the datasets should be as orthogonal as possible. A closely related point is that high-dimensional chemical spaces may not be suitable for such an analysis. In such cases, the bulk of the dataset will be relegated to the "corners" of the chemical space -in effect forcing a clustering of the compounds, which can obscure any clustering due to actual molecular structure or property features.
Scaffolds -molecular frameworks-In this work the scaffolds were defined as the cyclic systems implemented in the chemotype methodology developed by Johnson and Xu and were computed with the program Molecular Equivalence Indices. 36, 37 In this approach the cyclic systems are obtained from the entire molecules by iteratively removing all vertices of degree one (e.g., by removing the side chains) and defining the molecular framework of the molecule. 37 In fact the cyclic systems are comparable to the frameworks of Bemis and Murcko ("defined as the union of ring systems and linkers in a molecule"). 38 A code of five characters, named a chemotype identifier or chemotype code, is assigned to each cyclic system using a unique naming algorithm. 36 This methodology has been widely applied to construct a hierarchical classification of compound collections, 39 assess scaffold-hopping efficiency of topological and pharmacophore pair descriptors, 40 identify structural features that distinguish chemical libraries, 37 database shaving, 41 and to the construction of an annotated compound library directed to nuclear receptors. 42 It is important to mention that the chemotypes employed in this study are not the only ones that can be used. However, classifying and comparing molecular databases based on cyclic systems (i.e., molecular frameworks) is a well known approach to compare the structures of compound databases. An advantageous feature of using cyclic systems to compare databases is that they represent equivalence classes and molecules classified in a given cyclic system do not lie in any other chemotype class. 39
For each database the most frequent cyclic systems were identified. The number of cyclic systems was recorded along with the number of cyclic systems containing only one compound (e.g., singletons). The number of singletons accounts for the number of compounds containing its own scaffold and thus provides information regarding the scaffold diversity in the collection. It is important to point out that in the scaffold analysis the structural similarity of the cyclic systems is ignored. Therefore, in the present study we also included a comparison of databases using other criteria such as fingerprints (vide infra). We also like to stress here that the total number of cyclic systems in the database depends not only on the inherent scaffold diversity but also on the size of the database.
Fingerprints-Compound collections were analyzed in terms of three different types of fingerprints namely MACCS keys, 29 GpiDAPH3 and TGD as implemented in MOE. 30 In order to measure the internal molecular diversity of each collection, pair-wise similarities were computed for 5 random samples of 1,000 compounds each. Previous studies have suggested that random samples of 1,000 molecules are representative of the molecular diversity. 43 The combinatorial libraries, natural products and MLSMR were also compared to drugs by means of the multi-fusion similarity (MFS) maps. 44 A MFS map is a method developed recently for the visual characterization and comparison of compound databases and is based on data-fusion similarity measures. The fusion data is plotted in two dimensions, where the ordinate represents the max-fusion values and the abscissa the mean-fusion values. Each point in the map is associated with a specific molecule in the test set, and its position is determined by the corresponding fusion values computed with respect to molecules in the reference set. 44 The MFS maps can be further characterized by the corresponding distributions of the max-and mean-fusion values. 17 This approach has recently been used to explore structure-activity relationships of compounds obtained from mixture-based combinatorial libraries 45 and to compare combinatorial libraries. 17 Figure 2 presents the distribution of the six physicochemical properties described in Methods as box plots implemented in Spotfire 9.1.1. 33 The three important molecular properties of size, flexibility, and molecular polarity are described by MW; RB; and SlogP, TPSA, HBA and HBD respectively. The six descriptors used here have been used recently to compare the property space covered by a virtual collection and reference databases. 46 In these plots, the yellow boxes enclose data points with values within the first and third quartile; the black and blue triangles denote the mean and median of distributions, respectively; and the lines above and below indicate the upper and lower adjacent values. 47 The red squares indicate the data points with values beyond the upper and lower adjacent values (i.e., outliers). At the bottom of the box plots, a summary of the maximum, minimum, median, mean and standard deviations of the distributions are presented. For the analysis in Figure 2 , the molecule with SubstanceID: 11532938 was excluded from the MLSRM because of the very high weight of this molecule (MW = 3,358).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Physicochemical properties
According to Figure 2 , library II has a distribution of HBA similar to drugs as reflected by the median and mean values although with a narrower distribution as can be deduced from the standard deviation. Library IV also has a distribution of HBA similar to natural products. Libraries I and III have larger values of HBA than drugs but similar values to MLSMR compounds (also with narrower distributions). The four combinatorial libraries in Figure 1 have, in general, more HBD, RB and larger SlogP values than drugs, natural products and MLSMR compounds with the exception of III, which has a distribution of HBD similar to that of drugs. Library II has median and mean TPSA values similar to drugs and natural products but with less standard deviation. Libraries IV and I tend to have larger TPSA and MW values than drugs, natural products and MLSRM. Library III shows lower values of TPSA than the other collections ( Figure 2 ). The higher hydrophobicity of combinatorial libraries in Figure 1 resembles the higher hydrophobicity reported for diversity oriented (DOS) libraries. 15 Natural products contained in the ZINC database have similar distribution of HBA, HBD and RB as that of drugs. The distribution of SlogP values shows that natural products are slightly more hydrophobic than drugs and overall have a slightly larger MW as previously observed for other collections of natural products. 48, 49 Compounds in MLSMR have the same median and mean distribution of HBD as drugs and natural products (1 and 1.2, respectively) although with outliers (HBD > 10). The MLSMR compounds have more HBA, RB and larger SlogP values than natural products and drugs. Regarding MW, the MLSMR compounds are slightly bulkier than drugs, with natural products MW in between these collections. Also, MLSMR have a large number of outliers with very high MW.
The six physicochemical properties were subject to PCA after Z-scaling. Figure 3 depicts an approximation of the property space as defined by these properties. The first two principal components (PC) with eigenvalues 3.205 and 1.858, respectively account for 84.47% of the variance (components with eigenvalues less than 1.0 were not considered). Figure 3A shows all databases in the same space. For the sake of clarity, Figures 3B -3H shows each compound collection separately but within the same coordinates as Figure 3A . Table 2 summarizes the corresponding loadings and eigenvalues for the first four PC. Note that for the first PC, the larger loadings correspond to MW followed by RB, whereas, for the second PC the largest loading corresponds to SlogP. Visualization of the property space in Figure 3 reveals that the natural products cover an area of the property space similar to drugs but also includes additional areas. Similar observations have been made previously. 15, 49, 50 Similar to natural products, the MLSMR covers a broad sample of the property space occupied by drugs but also including other regions. Library III in Figure 3G shows a significant degree of overlap with the space of drugs. However, a fraction of library III also samples regions sparsely covered by drugs. Figures 3E,  3F and 3H show that combinatorial libraries I, II and IV cover regions of the property space that are sparsely populated by drugs. The areas in the property space with few drugs represent areas that are biologically relevant as revealed by the presence of some drugs but may not have been sufficiently explored. In addition, libraries I and II sample unexplored regions of the drug space. Coverage of regions unexplored by drugs has previously been reported for DOS libraries. 15 Molecules in these areas, while potentially unlikely to make drugs by themselves, are valuable in drug discovery as chemical probes in order to better understand the structureactivity relationships associated with unknown targets. Comparing libraries I, II and, to a lesser extent, library IV with MLSMR ( Figure 3A ) reveals that part of the combinatorial libraries cover regions in the property space not covered by MLSMR.
Although Figure 3 provides a useful idea of the molecules distribution in the property space, PCA represents a visual approximation of such space. A more quantitative assessment of the degree of overlap of compound collections, which avoids dimension reduction (and therefore loss of information), was evaluated using the R-NN curves. Results of the R-NN methodology for the comparison of combinatorial libraries and drugs are described ahead.
Overlap between combinatorial libraries and drugs -R-NN analysis
Here we consider the overlap of the combinatorial libraries with the DrugBank dataset in the physicochemical descriptor space. Given the sizes of the libraries, we summarize the R max(S) of the individual compounds in terms of histograms. Figure 4C shows the histogram of the R max(S) for library III. It is clear that most of library III compounds are located mainly within the space of the DrugBank collection. In fact, the R max(S) histogram for III peaks at approximately 18 ( Figure 4C ). In this space, the library appears to be relatively compactly distributed, with only 29 (0.8%) compounds exhibiting an R max(S) > 35. This is illustrated further in Figure 5C by mapping the R max(S) values into a visualization of the property space obtained from a PCA of the six physicochemical descriptors. It is worth noting that the property space depicted in Figure 5 was obtained by considering compounds from drugs and the four combinatorial libraries only. The first two PC (eigenvalues 1.317 and 1.018, respectively) account for 86.87% of the variance. PC with eigenvalues lower than 1.0 were not considered. The R max(S) values are represented in a continuous scale from red (small R max(S) values) to green (large R max(S) values). In Figure 5C it is clear that most of the library III compounds are red-to-orange in color with few yellow-to-green ones. Noteworthy, the R max(S) values are derived from all six dimensions and do not involve any dimensionality reduction as in the PCA plot.
The histogram of the R max(S) for library I ( Figure 4A) indicates that a large number of molecules are within the space of the DrugBank collection (626,168 (84.9%), those with R max(S) < 35) . In contrast to library III, this library contains a number of outlying compounds. More specifically, 32 compounds exhibit an R max(S) > 50. Figure 5A Figure 5B shows the R max(S) values mapped into a visualization of the property space.
Library IV is nearly wholly located within the DrugBank space (3,523 (99%) those with R max(S) < 35) ( Figure 4D ). The largest value of R max(S) is 41 and only 1 molecule exhibits an R max(S) > 40. Figure 5D shows the R max(S) values mapped into the PCA. It is clear that a number of molecules in library IV colored in red-to-orange are within the space of drugs. It is also clear that there are also a number of molecules in sparse regions of the DrugBank collection.
In summary, it can be concluded from Figure 4 that combinatorial library III is more within the property space of DrugBank molecules as defined by the properties used here. Library I followed by II has a larger fraction of molecules located in sparse regions ("holes") of the DrugBank collection. Library IV represents a borderline case between libraries I, II and III.
R-NN analysis for actual and randomized data sets
While considering the overlap between the datasets, it is also useful to compare the R-NN analysis for these datasets with one performed on a randomized dataset, in other words a computational control experiment. As an example, we consider the DrugBank dataset, characterized by the physicochemical descriptors. We generated six new descriptors using random uniform numbers in the ranges of each original descriptor. If we then perform an R-NN analysis of the random dataset and plot the histogram of the R max(S) values we see that it is approximately centered upon R max(S) = 50, as one might expect if the points are uniformly distributed within the space ( Figure S1 in Supporting Information). It should be noted that this analysis is not completely rigorous, since the random values were not obtained from a true multivariate distribution. When the original DrugBank dataset is used to generate the histogram, the distribution of R max(S) values is significantly different ( Figure S2 in Supporting Information). Another interesting property that can be evaluated is the maximum observed pairwise observed distance versus the theoretically maximum distance (i.e., the distance between two hypothetical points whose coordinates would be the minimum values of the descriptors and the maximum values of the descriptors, respectively). For the DrugBank dataset characterized using physicochemical descriptors these values are 9.20 and 13.61 respectively. For the random version of this dataset, the values are 6.87 and 8.48 respectively. These values suggest that the distribution of compounds in the physicochemical space of the DrugBank dataset are unsurprisingly, not distributed uniformly. One could further empirically evaluate a p-value for these measurements. Given the focus of the paper on the analysis of combinatorial libraries we do not further consider further analysis of the R-NN method itself. Table 3 summarizes the number of cyclic systems in each database and the fraction of cyclic systems relative to the number of molecules in the data set. The number and fraction of singletons (e.g., cyclic systems with only one molecule) are also reported. Drugs collected in DrugBank have the largest proportion of cyclic systems and the largest proportion of singletons (39.7% and 23%, respectively) followed by the MLSMR (29.4% and 14.1%, respectively) and natural products (17.9% and 7.2%, respectively). This suggests a larger degree of cyclic system diversity in drugs as compared to MLSMR and natural products. The surprising lower scaffold diversity of natural products may be explained by the contents of the natural products collection available in the ZINC database (which also includes natural products derivatives). Not surprisingly, the four combinatorial libraries have a much lower proportion of cyclic systems and singletons than the other databases (Table 3) suggesting a lower framework diversity. Interestingly, the 738,192 compounds in library I are distributed in only 2,250 cyclic systems and just a small proportion of the molecules are singletons with their own cyclic system (Table  3 ). In fact, out of the four combinatorial libraries and all other collections, library I has the lowest proportion of cyclic systems and singletons (0.3% and 0.0018%, respectively), even though it is the largest library (Table 1) . Table 3 also presents the fraction of singletons relative to the number of cyclic systems. Notably, roughly half of the cyclic systems in the drugs, MSLMR and library IV are singletons (58.0%, 48.1% and 55.7%, respectively). In contrast, the cyclic systems for library I have a low proportion of singletons (0.6%).
Scaffolds -molecular frameworks
To note, neither the intra-cyclic system structural similarity nor the similarity due to the side chains is considered here. However, structural similarity using fingerprints described later in this paper further confirmed the large structural diversity in the drugs collection. Figure 6 depicts the most frequent cyclic systems in the drugs, natural products and MLSMR collections along with the corresponding chemotype identifier. All cyclic systems with a frequency of at least 9 molecules for drugs and a frequency of more than 240 molecules for natural products and MLSMR are shown. Acyclic structures, not indicated in Figure 6 , account for a relatively large proportion of structures in each collection: 92 (6.2%) in drugs; 639 (0.7%) in natural products and 460 (0.2%) in MLSMR.
For drugs in DrugBank the 17 cyclic systems in Figure 6 , in addition to the acyclic structures, account for 31% of the database. The most frequent cyclic system is benzene as previously reported for other collection of drugs. 38 In fact, benzene is also the most frequent cyclic system in natural products and MLSMR ( Figure 6 ). For natural products considered here, the 21 cyclic systems in Figure 6 in addition to the acyclic systems accounts for 13% of the collection. For the MLSMR the 15 cyclic systems ( Figure 6 ) along with the acyclic structures accounts for 5% of the database.
Other than benzene, several other cyclic systems were found common in at least two of the databases. For example, tetrahydropyran (chemotype identifier ZBBFK) is common to drugs and natural products (population of 0.60% and 0.42%, respectively); pyridine (chemotype identifier 91DYR) is common to drugs and MLSMR (population of 0.70% and 0.29%, respectively); and indole (chemotype identifier Y1JVZ) is common to natural products and MLSMR compounds (population of 0.41% and 0.21%, respectively) ( Figure 6 ). (Figure 7) . Interestingly, the 5 cyclic systems shown in Figure 7 accounts for 22% of the library I, and the same amount of cyclic systems accounts for 20% of the library II, which is a much smaller library compared to I. Note also the different nature of the scaffolds (e.g., molecular frameworks) of the combinatorial libraries, particularly I and II as compared to the scaffolds of drugs, natural products and MLSRM ( Figure 6 ). Noteworthy, none of the cyclic systems in Figure 7 are common to drugs, MLSMR and natural products.
Fingerprints
Library diversity- Table 4 summarizes the mean, standard deviation and median molecular similarity of each collection considering three different structural representations namely MACCS keys, GpiDAPH3 and TGD as described in Methods. In a previous work, to define consensus activity cliffs we have shown the significance of using multiple structural representations to get generalized (i.e., consensus) solutions. 28 To compute the intra-molecular similarity of each library we considered 5 random samples of 1,000 molecules each. The distribution of similarities within each random sample was very similar per library for the three fingerprints (see Supporting Information), indicating that random samples of 1,000 molecules are good representatives of the molecular diversity as previously suggested. 43 Noteworthy, these observations hold true not only for the combinatorial libraries but also for drugs, natural products and MLSMR collections. Similar conclusions were obtained by analyzing the physiochemical properties distributions of random samples with 1,000 compounds (also summarized in Supporting Information).
Overall, similarity values in Table 4 obtained with TGD are higher than similarity values computed with MACCS keys. While values calculated with GpiDAPH3 had the lowest similarity of the three fingerprints. This is related to the intrinsic resolution of the fingerprints.
Molecular diversity considering the different fingerprints indicates that drugs from DrugBank are the most diverse, with the lowest mean and median similarities for MACCS keys, GpiDAPH3 and TGD. The second most diverse databases are natural products considered in this study and MLSMR with similar mean and median similarities for MACCS keys and GpiDAPH3, respectively. Not surprisingly, combinatorial libraries have the largest mean and median similarities for the three fingerprints (with the lowest standard deviation in the three cases) indicating less diversity than drugs, natural products and MLSMR (Table 4) . According to MACCS keys, the four combinatorial libraries have approximately the same diversity. In comparison, library I is slightly less diverse than the others (i.e., median similarity of 0.79 vs. 0.77 for other combinatorial libraries with a standard deviation of 0.07). According to GpiDAPH3, which seem to have higher resolution than MACCS keys, out of the four combinatorial libraries, III is the most diverse (median similarity of 0.56 and standard deviation of 0.11) and I and II the least (median similarity of 0.70 and 0.75, respectively with standard deviation of 0.08 and 0.07, respectively). Similar conclusions are obtained considering the TGD fingerprints, although with higher similarity values probably due to the lesser resolution of this type of fingerprints (vide supra). Interestingly, the collection of drugs also showed the largest cyclic systems diversity (vide supra). Similar conclusions can be drawn for natural products and MLSMR. As opposed to these collections, combinatorial libraries have not only low cyclic system diversity but also low structural diversity considering the entire molecules. In other words, combinatorial libraries are packed more densely within the chemical space (vide supra).
MFS maps-The four combinatorial libraries were also compared to drugs by means of the MFS maps using MACCS keys and GpiDAPH3. Natural products and MLSMR were included in the comparison. TGD was not considered in this analysis because of the lower resolution (vide supra). As summarized in Methods, and detailed elsewhere, 44 MFS maps characterize the relationship of test molecules (e.g., combinatorial libraries) to a set of reference molecules (e.g., drugs). Figure 8 depicts the MFS maps comparing the four combinatorial libraries, natural products and MLSMR to drugs using MACCS keys. A quantitative characterization of the MFS maps is presented in Table 5 . The table summarizes the maximum and mean similarities distributions of each database 17 for MACCS keys and GpiDAPH3. The low mean similarity for all compounds in the libraries for MACCS keys (maximum mean similarity < 0.45) and GpiDAPH3 (maximum mean similarity < 0.29) (Table 5) indicates the large diversity of the reference set (i.e., drugs). 44 From the MFS maps in Figure 8 , it is observed that there are no molecules in the combinatorial libraries with maximum similarity to drugs equal or greater than 0.90. Only library III has a few molecules (158) with maximum MACCS keys similarity greater than 0.85 to any of the drugs in DrugBank. This reveals the overall structural novelty represented in the combinatorial libraries as compared to drugs. Concerning structural novelty, similar conclusions can be derived from the molecular framework analysis (vide supra). In contrast, the natural products and MLSMR have a significant number of molecules that are very similar to drugs. There are 1,617 compounds in the natural products collection with maximum MACCS keys similarity to any of the drug equal or greater than 0.90 and 399 molecules with similarity of 1.0. (Similarity of 1.0 does not necessarily mean that the molecules are identical and could be an effect of the resolution of the MACCS keys). Concerning the MLSMR, there are 1,115 molecules with MACCS keys similarity to drugs equal or greater than 0.90 and 383 compounds with similarity of 1.0.
From Figure 8 and Table 5 , it is clearly observed that the widespread distribution of data points in the MFS maps for natural products and MLSMR are in agreement with the larger structural diversity of these two collections (Table 4 ). In fact, natural products and MLSMR have the largest standard deviation and range of maximum and mean MACCS keys and GpiDAPH3 similarities (Table 5 ). In contrast, the more constrained distribution of maximum and mean MACCS keys and GpiDAPH3 similarities of the four combinatorial libraries are in agreement with the more restricted diversity of the combinatorial libraries (e.g., high density) as discussed in terms of property and scaffold diversity (vide supra). Among the combinatorial libraries, III has slightly higher maximum and mean MACCS key similarities to drugs as deduced from Figure 8 and Table 5 . According to GpiDAPH3, library II shows slightly higher similarity to drugs than other combinatorial libraries.
CONCLUSIONS
In this study we present a comprehensive assessment of a novel series of combinatorial libraries using diverse criteria including physicochemical properties, scaffolds and three different fingerprints. Combinatorial libraries were compared to a collection of drugs, compounds from MLSMR and natural products (as implemented in the ZINC database). Analysis of the property space by means of PCA shows that combinatorial libraries studied here have different degree of overlap with the property space of drugs. In addition, combinatorial libraries occupy regions of the property space that are poorly or not populated by the MLSMR and natural products.
Comparison of the combinatorial libraries with drugs using the R-NN curve methodology provided a quantitative analysis of the degree of overlap between these collections. The R-NN analysis revealed that a large proportion of molecules of several libraries are located within the property space of the collection of drugs. In agreement with the visualization of the property space obtained with PCA, the R-NN analysis also showed that there is a large proportion of molecules in sparse regions ("holes") of the DrugBank collection mainly molecules from library I (pyrrolidine bis-cyclic guanidine library) followed by compounds in library II (biscyclic guanidine library). The scaffold analysis indicated that frequent molecular frameworks in the combinatorial libraries are not common to drugs, natural products and the MLSRM collection. In addition, the fingerprints-based comparisons using MFS maps indicate that combinatorial libraries are structurally different to drugs. The low scaffold and fingerprintbased diversity of combinatorial libraries evaluated in this work represent an advantageous feature of screening these collections, especially using fast and low cost screening approaches (e.g., positional scanning synthetic combinatorial libraries), since the high density coverage of the chemical space would increase the potential of detecting activity cliffs and be beneficial to better understand the structure-activity relationships associated with novel targets.
During the course of this work it was found that random samples of combinatorial libraries containing 1,000 molecules resemble the property and inter-molecular similarity distribution of the complete library. This observation is useful to develop large combinatorial-based libraries for virtual screening and other chemoinformatic applications.
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